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About This Game

Gnomoria is a sandbox village management game where you help lead a small group of gnomes, who have set out on their own,
to thrive into a bustling kingdom! Anything you see can be broken down and rebuilt elsewhere. Craft items, build structures, set

traps and dig deep underground in search of precious resources to help your gnomes survive the harsh lands. Build your
kingdom and stockpile wealth to attract wandering gnomads to your cause, but be wary of also attracting enemies!

Key Features:

Procedurally generated world - Every game is different

Fully destructible environment - Everything can be mined, dug, chopped and rebuilt or used for crafting

Open sandbox gameplay - Play how you want - manage a peaceful town or build up military and fend off invasions.

Crafting - Tons of items to craft at different workshops

Mechanisms - Construct elaborate contraptions using parts like hatches, levers, steam engines
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A bit of a learning curve, but very fun! After playing a single map for a long time and building up lots of gnomes, the game gets
a little slow and the frame-rate drops. I believe this game is running on a single thread. If it were multi-threaded I would enjoy it
a lot more. I really want to make a massive town, but once I cross ~35 gnomes the game becomes really frustrating.

I am building a new PC, upgrading from a FX-8150 to a Ryzen 2700X. I am hoping the massive increase to single thread rating
will allow me to fulfill my Gnomoria dreams. <3
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